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Front cover: Lely Iseki Tractors are now showing their exceptional versatility at Sunningdale, having been introduced to course manager Jack McMillan and Sunningdale secretary Keith Almond by Iseki’s southern dealer T.Parker & Sons of Worcester Park, Surrey. The new Lely TX 2160 ‘HST’, available as either two or four wheel drive, is the model, together with a vast variety of attachments, that can cope with numerous tasks throughout the year. One pedal operation controls forward and reverse, giving variable speeds up to 15 km/h. A hand control is fitted as standard to allow full wheel braking without loss of power, at the same time ensuring exceptional manoeuvrability.
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EIGGA goes to Royal St George’s

THE English And International Golf Greenkeepers’ Association will have its own hospitality marquee at the Open Championship next month, continuing the R & A’s courtesy SIGGA initiated so successfully at St Andrews last year. EIGGA’s marquee, in the tented village at Royal St George’s, will be opposite the R & A members’ pavilion and will be open from Monday July 15 to Sunday July 21. The marquee itself, sponsored by Greenkeeper, will be open to all greenkeepers and those connected with the golf course maintenance industry. It will offer a bar, light refreshments and closed-circuit television. The main feature will be a display of EIGGA activities, covering educational opportunities, the annual conference and other aspects of association membership. Two members of the EIGGA board of management will be in attendance to answer visitors’ questions and act as hosts to guests.